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1200 Wilmette Avenue 
Wilmette, Illinois 60091-0040 

MEETING MINUTES 

ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 7, 2020 

7:00 P.M. 

REMOTE MEETING 

Members Present: Chairman Reinhard Schneider 
Brad Falkof 
Christine Norrick 
Ryrie Pellaton 
Bob Surman 
Maria Choca Urban 

Members Absent: None 

Staff Present: Lisa Roberts, Assistant Director of Community Development 
John Adler, Director of Community Development 
Dan Manis, Village Engineer 

I. Call to Order 

Chairman Schneider called the meeting to order at 7:05 p.m. 

II. Opening Remarks and Swearing In

Chairman Schneider reviewed the meeting procedures for remote meetings and how the
Zoning Board of Appeals will conduct business. All applicants and interested parties
present were sworn in.

3.2 
11-24-20 
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III. 2020-Z-29 730 Laurel Avenue 
 
 See the complete case minutes attached to this document. 
 
IV. 2020-Z-32 3140 Wilmette Avenue 
 
 See the complete case minutes attached to this document. 
 
V. 2020-Z-30 333 Wilshire Drive West 
 
 See the complete case minutes attached to this document. 
 
VI. 2020-Z-31 1174 Michigan Avenue 
 
 See the complete case minutes attached to this document. 
 
VII. Approval of the June 15, 2020 Meeting Minutes 
 

Mr. Pellaton moved to approve the June 15, 2020 meeting minutes. Ms. Choca Urban 
seconded the motion. Voting yes: Mr. Falkof, Ms. Norrick, Mr. Pellaton, Mr. Surman, Ms. 
Choca Urban, and Chairman Schneider. Voting no: None. The motion passed.  

 
VIII. Approval of the September 2, 2020 Meeting Minutes 
 

Mr. Pellaton moved to approve the September 2, 2020 meeting minutes. Ms. Choca Urban 
seconded the motion. Voting yes: Mr. Falkof, Ms. Norrick, Mr. Pellaton, Mr. Surman, Ms. 
Choca Urban, and Chairman Schneider. Voting no: None. The motion passed.  

 
IX. Public Comment 
 

There was no public comment. 
 

X. Adjournment 
 

Ms. Choca Urban moved to adjourn the meeting. Mr. Pellaton seconded the motion. Voting 
yes: Mr. Falkof, Ms. Norrick, Mr. Pellaton, Mr. Surman, Ms. Choca Urban, and Chairman 
Schneider. Voting no: None. The meeting was adjourned at 10:13 p.m. 

 
 
 Respectfully submitted, 
 
 Lisa Roberts 
 Assistant Director of Community Development  
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3.0 COMMENTS AND ARGUMENTS ON BEHALF OF THE APPLICANT 
 
 3.1 Persons appearing for the applicant 
 
  3.11 Mr. Menachem (Kemi) Jona, applicant    
   730 Laurel Avenue 
   
 3.2 Summary of presentations 
 
 3.21 Ms. Roberts said that this is a request for a 1.77’ side yard deck setback variation 

and a 0.77’ side yard deck stair setback variation to permit the construction of a 
new deck. The Village Board will hear this case on October 27, 2020.  

 
 3.22 Mr. Jona concurred with the introduction and added this is a fairly minor variance 

of less than 2 feet for the deck. He stated there are 4 reasons/standards for this 
variance such as: 

• relocating the entry door would impose a practical difficulty or hardship 
• this issue was inherited; the house was built in 1915 with this original entry 
• this situation is unique 
• any housing that was built subsequent to the current zoning would have 

already been in compliance 
 
 3.23 Mr. Surman asked about the existing stair and the relocation of the edge of the deck 

to the existing railing that is adjacent to the neighbor.  
 
  Mr. Jona noted they are keeping the proximity to the lot line exactly the same; just 

shifting the stairs out a bit. 
 
 3.24 Mr. Surman inquired if the encroachment is the only issue.  
 
  Mr. Jona said that it was. 
 
 3.25 Mr. Surman asked if there was any discussion or correspondence from neighbors.  
 
  Mr. Jona said there was no correspondence. The neighbors to the east are 

supportive. This plan is a copy of that neighbor’s deck design as they inspired us. 
 
 3.26 There was no one in attendance to speak on this case. There was no additional 

communication on this case.   
 
5.0 VIEWS EXPRESSED BY MEMBERS OF THE ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 
 

5.1 Mr. Surman stated this is fairly straightforward and really shouldn’t impact the 
neighbors. He agrees there is a hardship with the existing door and its location and 
noted it wouldn’t make sense to shift the door and remodel. He supports this.   
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5.2 Ms. Choca Urban agreed and said this was a very minor request. She supports this.   
 
5.3 Mr. Pellaton concurs. There is an option to leave the stairs where they are and build 

a deck on the other side of the stairs. If so, a variation would not be necessary. 
Though this is an option, he would be in support of the motion. 

 
5.4 Chairman Schneider stated he is also in support. He believes it meets the standards 

of review for them to not be in line with that part of the building, which has the exit 
door; it would make it very awkward with the stairway. This is very minor, and 
with no objections from neighbors, he supports this. 

 
6.0 DECISION 
 
 6.1 Mr. Surman moved to recommend granting a request for a 1.77’ side yard deck 

setback variation and a 0.77’ side yard deck stair setback variation to permit the 
construction of a new deck at 730 Laurel Avenue in accordance with the plans 
submitted. The use shall run with the use.  

 
  6.11 Ms. Choca Urban seconded the motion and the vote was as follows: 
 
   Chairman Reinhard Schneider Yes 
   Brad Falkof    Yes  
   Christine Norrick   Yes 
   Ryrie Pellaton    Yes 
   Bob Surman    Yes 
   Maria Choca Urban   Yes 
 
   Motion carried.  
 
 6.2 Mr. Surman moved to authorize the Chairman to prepare the report and 

recommendation for case number 2020-Z-29.  
 
  6.21 Mr. Pellaton seconded the motion and the vote was as follows: 
 
   Chairman Reinhard Schneider Yes 
   Brad Falkof    Yes  
   Christine Norrick   Yes 
   Ryrie Pellaton    Yes 
   Bob Surman    Yes 
   Maria Choca Urban   Yes  
 
   Motion carried. 
 
7.0 FINDINGS OF FACT UPON WHICH DECISION WAS BASED 
 

The Zoning Board of Appeals finds that the request meets the variation standards of Section 
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5.4.F of the Zoning Ordinance. The physical conditions of the property, the siting of the 
house on the lot and the location of the rear entrance door, impose upon the owner a 
practical difficulty. The plight of the owner was not created by the owner and is due to the 
unique development of the house. The difficulty is peculiar to the property in question. The 
difficulty prevents the owner from making reasonable use of the property with a safe egress 
from an existing rear door. The proposed variations will not impair an adequate supply of 
light and air to adjacent properties. The proposed deck and stair replace an existing stair in 
the same location. The variations will not alter the essential character of the neighborhood 
as the deck is a modest change to the existing condition of just a stair. 

 
8.0 RECOMMENDATION 
 

The Zoning Board of Appeals recommends granting a request for a 1.77’ side yard deck 
setback variation and a 0.77’ side yard deck stair setback variation to permit the 
construction of a new deck at 730 Laurel Avenue in accordance with the plans submitted. 
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3.0 COMMENTS AND ARGUMENTS ON BEHALF OF THE APPLICANT 
 
 3.1 Persons appearing for the applicant 
 
  3.11 Mr. Christopher Canning 
                                    1000 Skokie Boulevard, Wilmette 
 
  3.12 Ms. Laura Alter Klapman, applicant 
   3140 Wilmette Avenue 
 
                        3.13     Mr. Dennis Kulak, architect, KLLM Architects 
   2357 W. Damen, Chicago  
                                       
 3.2 Summary of presentations 
 
            3.21 Ms. Roberts said that this is a request for a 97.91 square foot (1.04%) lot coverage 

variation and a 1,135.9 square foot (12.11%) total floor area variation to permit the 
construction of a two-story addition for an elevator on the legal non-conforming 
structure. The Village Board will hear this case on October 27, 2020.  

 
 3.22 Mr. Canning stated this is a modest request. He gave a brief history on the owners 

(nearly 60 years as residents in Wilmette; Ms. Klapman was involved in building 
at least 30 homes in Wilmette, etc.). The Klapman’s purchased the home in 1987 
and demolished it in 1990. Due to ordinance changes, this home is currently a non-
conforming structure (for floor area and lot coverage).    

 
                        Mr. Canning advised, due to mobility challenges for both Mr. & Mrs. Klapman, an 

elevator is necessary. It will be located in a covered patio in the rear NW corner of 
the house. This will lead the Klapman’s from the first floor directly to the master 
bedroom. This elevator shaft will add approximately 26.65 square feet and will be 
screened on the south and east sides (where there are neighbors) and on the west 
and north sides (where there is fencing and plantings). 

 
                        Mr. Canning advised that all four neighbors wrote letters of support with no known 

objections. 
 
  Ms. Klapman stated Wilmette is not just their home but their community as well. 

They wish to stay in the home; however, Mr. Klapman is unable to walk the stairs 
and practically climbs up every night. She noted, due to her own macular 
degeneration, her eyesight is failing. They wish to remain in familiar surroundings. 

 
                        Mr. Kulak stated KLLM, where he has worked for over 50 years, was the 

architectural firm that constructed the home in 1990. At first, many areas inside the 
home were considered to accommodate the elevator (i.e. from basement to second 
floor however there is no tolerance of less than 1/8 inch from top to bottom; closet 
space, powder room, etc.). Often times elevators are niched in stairways however 
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the configuration must be suitable and wasn’t in this case. The best solution is the 
exterior, due to a specs not being able to line up inside. A current patio on the first 
floor and an unused deck on the second floor would accommodate the new elevator 
on the exterior. This are lines up with the dining room on the first floor as well as 
the master bedroom on the second floor. Existing windows and doors would be 
removed. Fixed glass or an opening sidelight would be placed on each side on both 
floors. There is a door on the lower level. We have experience with these elevators 
and work with EHLS. 

 
                        Mr. Canning noted all standards are met with this proposal. 
 
 3.23 Mr. Pellaton stated he is sympathetic to the need for an elevator. He asked if a stair 

lift was considered as these are popular and would not require a variance. 
 
                        Mr. Kulak responded this was considered as a first option. He explained the 

configuration of the stair construction (lower level has a platform accessible from 
two sides without a railing or wall). The Klapman’s would have to walk up 2-3 
steps, sit on the chair lift, and encounter an impossible maneuver on the second 
floor. 

 
 3.24 Mr. Pellaton asked about the door swing indicated on the elevator and why it 

doesn’t swing the other way, up against the wall. 
 
                        Ms. Klapman advised the elevator is in the center with an equal distance on each 

side. There is a wall only on one side that goes up perpendicular to the elevator. 
The reason it is centered is so there is light on both sides. 

 
                        Mr. Kulak is amenable and believes the suggestion for the door to swing toward 

the wall is a good one. Their team will review same.     
 

3.25 Chairman Schneider asked Ms. Roberts if there was any other comment on the case. 
 

Ms. Roberts said no comment was received on this case. 
 
5.0 VIEWS EXPRESSED BY MEMBERS OF THE ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 
             
 5.1 Mr. Pellaton stated, since there are supportive letters from neighbors and indoor 

options are ruled out, this request is minimal. He supports this. 
 
5.2 Mr. Surman concurs and stated initially this appears to be a large request but it’s 

actually due to the change in the Zoning Code. Other opportunities have been 
exhausted. He believes this is a good solution that has minimal impact and he 
supports this.     

 
5.3 Ms. Urban stated, as a matter of public policy, it makes sense to encourage longtime 

residents to continue to reside in the community. Since these physical needs can be 
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easily accommodated with this minor request, it should absolutely be approved. 
 
5.4 Mr. Falkof concurs. A good use as the patio is no longer being used. This does not 

affect the size area; a minor change for a very valuable and good reason. 
 
5.5 Ms. Norrick concurs and believes this request is minor. She supports this. 
 
5.6 Chairman Schneider noted the incremental request is 1% of the total building area.    

 
6.0 DECISION 
 
 6.1 Mr. Pellaton moved to recommend granting a request for a 97.91 square foot 

(1.04%) lot coverage variation and a 1,135.9 square foot (12.11%) total floor area 
variation to permit the construction of a two-story addition for an elevator on the 
legal non-conforming structure at 3140 Wilmette Avenue in accordance with the 
plans submitted. 

 
  6.11 Mr. Surman seconded the motion. The vote was as follows: 
 
   Chairman Reinhard Schneider Yes 

   Brad Falkof    Yes 
   Christine Norrick   Yes 
   Ryrie Pellaton    Yes 
   Bob Surman    Yes 
   Maria Choca Urban   Yes 

 
 6.2 Mr. Surman moved to authorize the Chairman to prepare the report and 

recommendation for case number 2020-Z-32.  
 
  6.21 Ms. Urban seconded the motion and the vote was as follows: 
 
  Chairman Reinhard Schneider Yes 
  Brad Falkof    Yes  
  Christine Norrick   Yes 
  Ryrie Pellaton    Yes 
  Bob Surman    Yes 
  Maria Choca Urban   Yes  
 
   Motion carried 
 
7.0 FINDINGS OF FACT UPON WHICH DECISION WAS BASED 
 

The Zoning Board of Appeals finds that the request meets the variation standards of Section 
5.4.F of the Zoning Ordinance. The physical conditions of the property, the existing size 
of the house and its internal layout, impose upon the owner a practical difficulty. The plight 
of the owner was not created by the owner and is due to the house being modified before 
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current floor area limits went into effect. The difficulty is peculiar to the property in 
question. The difficulty prevents the owner from making reasonable use of the property 
with a small addition that will accommodate an elevator, allowing them to remain in the 
home. The proposed variations will not impair an adequate supply of light and air to 
adjacent property. The addition is very small and is proposed where an existing second-
story deck and stair are located. The proposed addition is well beyond the required setback 
from the lot line. The variations, if granted, will not alter the essential character of the 
neighborhood. The proposed addition is not visible from the street and will replace an 
existing exterior structure, resulting in the bulk of the house remaining similar in 
appearance from the neighboring property. 

 
8.0 RECOMMENDATION 
 

The Zoning Board of Appeals recommends granting a request for a 97.91 square foot 
(1.04%) lot coverage variation and a 1,135.9 square foot (12.11%) total floor area variation 
to permit the construction of a two-story addition for an elevator on the legal non-
conforming structure at 3140 Wilmette Avenue in accordance with the plans submitted. 
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3.0 COMMENTS AND ARGUMENTS ON BEHALF OF THE APPLICANT 
 
 3.1 Persons appearing for the applicant 
 
  3.11 Ms. Healy Rice, architect 
   934 Elmwood Avenue 
 
  3.12 Mr. Jerry Tatar, applicant 
   333 Wilshire Drive West 
 
 3.2 Summary of presentations 
 
 3.21 Ms. Roberts said that this is a request for an 8.27’ front yard setback variation, a 

17.6’ side yard adjoining a street setback variation, and a 237.16 square foot 
(8.52%) front yard impervious surface coverage variation to permit the construction 
of a garage addition on the legal non-conforming structure. The Village Board will 
hear this case on October 27, 2020.  

 
 3.22 Ms. Rice stated they are seeking permission to build a new two-car garage on this 

legally non-conforming lot (with the existing home). This is an extraordinarily 
unusual lot shape with 94’ at the front yard and 36’ at the rear yard. There is not a 
garage on the property currently. The new attached garage would be adjacent to the 
kitchen on the front of the house. The existing circular driveway would be modified 
to access the new garage, which is 20’ x 22’.  

 
  Ms. Rice noted this house is on the corner of Glenview Road and Wilshire Drive. 

A previous request to build the garage in the rear of the home (via Glenview Road) 
was denied by IDOT. This conforming request is to build a new attached garage 
accessing Wilshire Drive from the side yard, substantially increasing the 
impervious surface. The corner setback (close to the property line) is 2.5 ft. It then 
increases to approximately 10 ft. at the front of the garage.    

 
 3.23 Mr. Surman asked if the location is the closest point. Where is the lot line compared 

to the fence? Is the fence right on the lot line? 
 
  Ms. Rice reviewed an old survey and noted it’s beyond the property line. She stated 

they would be within, inside the property line. 
 
 3.24 Mr. Surman inquired as to how the portion of the garage that’s closest to the front 

door/closest part to the main house will be used as it’s not large enough to park a 
vehicle; would this be used for storage? 

 
  Ms. Rice advised the driveway is being revised. An updated site plan was submitted 

to supersede the original. The new plan is intended to extend; create a parking pad. 
The south side of the circular driveway would be removed. This is factored into the 
impervious calculation. 
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 3.26 Chairman Schneider asked if the curb cut would be altered; perhaps eliminate one 
and move the north curb cut so there is a straight access to the garage.   

 
  Ms. Rice stated the existing north curb cut would remain and the curb cut on the 

south would be eliminated. She believes there’s a tree in the parkway. This may 
need to be modified due to the setbacks. The initial plan included the opportunity 
to turn around in the driveway.    

 
  Ms. Roberts advised an updated site plan is not in the packet.  
 
          3.27 Mr. Surman stated, after reviewing the application more closely, these requests are 

fairly large. He asked for an explanation and inquired if the front yard will align 
with the existing house. 

 
  Ms. Rice stated it would be slightly forward to preserve dining room windows. She 

referred to the north elevation and noted the red marking indicates the driveway 
and parking area. There would be a new front walk continuing to the front of the 
house. The old driveway would be eliminated. 

 
  Ms. Roberts advised she would add this detail to the report. 
 
 3.28 Mr. Surman inquired if the hardship is not having a two-car garage. 
 
  Ms. Rice noted there is no garage, and the property angles back becoming smaller 

and smaller, thus the hardship.    
 
 3.29 Ms. Choca Urban asked what the width of the parkway is along Glenview Road. 
 
                        Ms. Rice estimated, based on the plat of survey, it’s 25 ft.  
 
                        Mr. Surman concurred. 
 
 3.30 Mr. Pellaton asked how one enters the southern-most bay of the garage; almost at 

the street where pavement would be installed. 
 
                        Ms. Rice confirmed that’s correct. 
 
 3.31 Mr. Surman again inquired, presuming there is no tree, why the driveway doesn’t 

go straight into the garage rather than curving into the garage (and instead has a 
large pad). 

 
                        Ms. Rice stated that is possible though it’s the property line not the parkway. She 

asked owner, Mr. Tatar, to explain. 
 
                        Mr. Tatar referred to the front and the line where the sidewalk is. He indicated there 

is a large tree next to the cutout for the driveway which is in the parkway.  
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  Ms. Rice noted it’s to the right of the property line. 
 
  Mr. Tatar reiterated there’s a sidewalk, then a parkway, then the street. The tree, 

actually two trees, are in that parkway. just a few feet from the driveway.    
 
 3.32 Mr. Surman stated the driveway looks forced. It would appear one should pull in 

straight to be in the space closest to the existing home. In the current driveway, 
more cars are parked closer to the street. With the garage, the cars would no longer 
be in the street – perhaps three or four cars though they would be close to the 
sidewalk and street. This is concerning. 

 
 3.33 Chairman Schneider stated the trees must be very valuable. It is not unusual for cars 

to ride on the driveway and go directly into the street per Mr. Surman’s point. 
 
  Ms. Rice shared the driveway is not finalized; the idea is to pull in and out using 

the area in front of the garage. 
 
 3.34 Mr. Surman asked, due to tight space, if there was consideration to limiting the 

garage to one or one and a half cars. 
 
                        Ms. Rice stated they are already over the limits on the side-yard setback so building 

a two-car garage makes the most sense. She explained the home has limited storage 
space as well. The garage would also accommodate lawn equipment, bicycles, etc. 
The request for a two-car garage, well under the square-footage limitations, is 
reasonable. 

 
 3.35 Chairman Schneider asked Ms. Roberts if the garage must be a two-car.  
 
                        Ms. Roberts informed the group, since there is not any enclosed parking now, the 

applicant is not required to have two enclosed spaces. 
 
 3.36 Mr. Surman stressed the need for a two-car garage as long as one is being built and 

it fits. This is typically standard in Wilmette. He shared his concern about having 
237 sq. ft. of front-yard impervious surface when this could be reduced and possibly 
eliminated if the driveway were laid out differently. 

 
                        Ms. Rice discussed the impervious calculation. She noted the house is 162 sq. ft. 

and the garage is 181 sq. ft. of that. 
 
 3.37 Mr. Pellaton noted his concern as this building would stick out and block the view 

down Glenview Road.  
 
 3.38 Ms. Choca Urban stated she is not that concerned about the side-yard setback. It 

serves as an adequate buffer. With the magnitude of the side-yard setback request, 
she stated she would support this. 
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 3.39 Mr. Falkof concurred. There are lots similarly shaped in the area. Some garages are 
in the back with access off of Glenview Road. Another has the driveway along the 
side of the house. If variation requests are to reduce the side-yard setback, more 
requests may come before us with greater impervious surfaces. The property is less 
attractive with a large driveway. As long as there is a fence, the garage is screened. 

 
 3.40 Mr. Surman expressed the same concern though doesn’t have an issue. He noted 

the goal of the ZBA and stated he is still bothered by the driveway being as far as 
it is and the lot coverage. 

 
                        Mr. Tatar reminded they would reduce the driveway and add soil. He is open to 

minimizing the driveway with ample access into the garage. He would work with 
Ms. Rice to arrive at an attractive solution as he prefers green space. 

 
 3.41 Mr. Falkof suggested perhaps removing a tree from the parkway. The owner would 

have to speak with the Village Forester about that. 
 
                        Mr. Tatar reminded these trees are big old beautiful wide trees. He confirmed the 

trees are in the parkway so the driveway cannot go straight out to the street.   
 
 3.42 Chairman Schneider asked if there are any comments from neighbors.  
 
  Ms. Roberts said no emails were received and there were no audience member 

present for this case. 
 
5.0 VIEWS EXPRESSED BY MEMBERS OF THE ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 
 

5.1 Ms. Choca Urban again stated she is less concerned about the side yard setback 
variation being sought. She would like to applaud the homeowners for taking 
initiative to build a two-car garage. This is a minor request given the substantial 
amount of front-yard impervious surface taken by the house and garage structures. 
She supports this application. 

 
5.2 Mr. Pellaton stated, based on IDOT’s denial, this is the best alternative solution. 
 
5.3 Mr. Surman believes the hardship is the shape of the lot. 
 
5.4 Ms. Norrick is also in support and concurs the hardship is due to the shape of the 

parcel and peculiarity of the triangular lot. She stated because this is adjacent to 
Glenview Road with that wide parkway, it’s really not impairing adjacent 
properties. She supports this.  

 
5.6 Mr. Falkof said he supports this. 

 
5.7 Chairman Schneider noted all of the paving, with the exception of a walkway to the 

front door from the driveway, south of the garage including the remaining leg of 
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the circular driveway is much greater than what would be added. He is in support.  
 
6.0 DECISION 
 
 6.1 Ms. Choca Urban moved to recommend granting an 8.27 foot front yard setback 

variation, the 17.6 foot side yard adjoining a street setback variation in a 237.16 
square foot, front yard, impervious surface coverage variation to permit the 
construction of a garage addition on the legal non-conforming structure at 333 
Wilshire Drive West in accordance with the revised plans submitted. 

 
  6.11 Mr. Pellaton seconded the motion and the vote was as follows:  
 
   Chairman Reinhard Schneider Yes 
   Brad Falkof    Yes  
   Christine Norrick   Yes 
   Ryrie Pellaton    Yes 
   Bob Surman    Yes 
   Maria Choca Urban   Yes 
 

Motion carried. 
 
 6.2 Ms. Choca Urban moved to authorize the Chairman to prepare the report and 

recommendation for case number 2020-Z-30.  
 
  6.21 Mr. Surman seconded the motion and the vote was as follows: 
 
   Chairman Reinhard Schneider Yes 
   Brad Falkof    Yes  
   Christine Norrick   Yes 
   Ryrie Pellaton    Yes 
   Bob Surman    Yes 
   Maria Choca Urban   Yes 
    
   Motion carried. 
 
7.0 FINDINGS OF FACT UPON WHICH DECISION WAS BASED 
 

The Zoning Board of Appeals finds that the request meets the variation standards of Section 
5.4.F of the Zoning Ordinance. The physical conditions of the property, the lot shape, the 
siting of the house on the lot, and the location adjacent to a state road, impose upon the 
owner a practical difficulty. The plight of the owner was not created by the owner and is 
due to the unique circumstances of the lot’s development. The difficulty is peculiar to the 
property in question. Other though not all houses along Old Glenview Road have been 
permitted driveway access; the applicants have been denied this request. The difficulty 
prevents the owners from making reasonable use of the property with a two-car garage, 
which currently does not exist on the property. The proposed variation will not impair an 
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adequate supply of light and air to the property. While variations are necessary for setbacks 
and impervious coverage, the relief is toward the streets and not toward residential 
neighbors. The variations, if granted, will not alter the essential character of the neighbor, 
which includes two-car garages. 

 
8.0 RECOMMENDATION 
 

The Zoning Board of Appeals recommends granting an 8.27 foot front yard setback 
variation, the 17.6 foot side yard adjoining a street setback variation in a 237.16 square 
foot, front yard, impervious surface coverage variation to permit the construction of a 
garage addition on the legal non-conforming structure at 333 Wilshire Drive West in 
accordance with the revised plans submitted. 
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3.0 COMMENTS AND ARGUMENTS ON BEHALF OF THE APPLICANT 
 
 3.1 Persons appearing for the applicant 
 
  3.11 Mr. Christopher Canning, attorney   
   1000 Skokie Boulevard 
 
  3.12 Mr. Cary Kochman, applicant    
   1174 Michigan Avenue 
 
  3.13 Mr. Dan Schmidt, general contractor  
   Schmidt & Haegeland Builders 
 
  3.14 Mr. Dixon O’Brien, civil engineer   
   Dixon Resources, Ltd. 
 
  3.15 Mr. Ron Cope, Land Use Counsel  
   Schain Banks Kenny & Schwartz 
 
  3.16 Ms. Tara Kochman, applicant    
   1174 Michigan Avenue 
 
 3.2 Summary of presentations 
 
 3.21 Ms. Roberts said that this is a request for a 5.54’ fence height variation to permit 

the construction of a 6.5’ tall open fence on an existing revetment. The Village 
Board will hear this case on November 10, 2020. 

 
 3.22 Mr. Canning thanked Ms. Roberts for all of her efforts in compiling the meeting 

packet. He stated the single issue tonight is the height variation request of 6.5 feet. 
The fence is allowed in the proposed location. This is not a double frontage lot. 
Having a backyard fence is the norm in Wilmette. The calculation of the proposed 
fence height variation is based on a determination of grade. Grade was calculated 
from outside the revetment, at the water’s edge. This determination is confusing as 
grade changes so dramatically and quickly from when it’s measured (due to wave 
action, water level). Based on these variables, this becomes subjective. Mr. Canning 
stated the architect, Scott Crowe, believes the appropriate measure for grade is at 
the top of the revetment; the flat portion.  

 
                        Mr. Canning stated the hardship is caused by the changes in Lake Michigan and the 

interpretation of the Zoning Code. The revetment has been there for over 35 years. 
It’s gone unnoticed as it was covered by sand. The Kochmans had a beach that went 
out hundreds of yards. Based on the photos in the packet, over the years, there has 
been erosion on the Kochmans property but also on the properties to the north and 
south. Since the revetment became exposed, there is traffic (from children riding 
bikes, etc.). This is a health, safety situation. Harm could be caused from the 
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revetment.  
 
  By erecting a fence, the code permits a 6.5’ one in the left rear. The City of Evanston 

had to also address such a situation. It barred people from climbing on city-owned 
revetments. Children climb under rocks and ignore No Trespassing signs. The Park 
District has closed access to Langdon and until recently Elmwood Dunes and other 
portions of the lakefront. Pictures from 90 Kedzie Avenue in Evanston are included 
in the packet (the owner has given permission). Residents in Evanston have been 
given permission to erect a fence across the revetment as a deterrent (in one case 
across from a public park right next to the lake).  

 
  This is the type of revetment the Kochmans have. If other governments have a 

concern, the Kochmans do as well. Patrons would continue crossing in front of the 
revetment if a fence is not placed. This is a hardship and a safety concern. He 
identified the other members of the team that were present to speak on this matter. 

 
 3.23 Mr. Kochman advised he and his wife, Tara, have lived in Wilmette for nearly 25 

years. They previously lived at 2710 Iroquois Road (for their first decade). They 
have four sons and moved to Michigan Avenue in 2005. This home is 100 years 
old and original. They respect that the Village has an interest. Though there are 
some who may find it difficult to be sympathetic to those who live on the lake, he 
wishes to offer background.  

 
Mr. Kochman noted when they acquired the home, the beach house was already 
built (and constructed by the previous owner, Scott McKay). Sand dunes at that 
time were 8’ high in front and there was a long stretch of sandy beach along Lake 
Michigan. There was 300 feet between the lake and beach house. Prior to the 
purchase, he hired Charlie Shabica who inspected the beach front. Mr. Shabica felt 
little concern that the lake would ever impact the beach house, and if a lake rise 
ever became an issue, there were options because of a very old revetment in place 
under the sands. For the first 3 years, the beach and the lake retreated. By summer 
of 2014, the lake reached its low point and was at its widest. An additional 350 feet, 
easily, was accumulated. There was 650-700 feet of sand dunes and beach between 
the home and the lake. It was a peaceful, pastoral setting where patrons could stroll 
the waterline. There was little to no issue with trespassing. Between the seawall and 
the lake, children and friends were able to enjoy a full-size volleyball court located 
several hundred feet from the shoreline. Then things began to change on the shore 
in the fall of 2014. On October 30-31, a Halloween storm came straight into the 
shore and deep into the beach. In one 48 hour period, they lost over 150 feet of 
beach. During the period from 2015-2017, the shoreline continued to experience 
additional but somewhat gradual erosion. At this time, there still was several 
hundred feet between the beach house and the lake and no trespassing issues. In 
late 2017, there were large pools of water accumulating in the dune (some of the 
land was at a lower level than the lake). This was alarming as, if the dunes were 
destroyed, the lake could encroach on the revetment and potentially the beach 
house. In 2017, Mr. Shabica was hired to assess the situation. In 2018, Gillen was 
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contracted to repair the revetment. At this time, the entire revetment remained 
concealed under 6+ feet of sand. Bertog Landscaping was also hired to restore the 
dune grass and native plantings (photos are included in the packet). The Village 
oversaw that everything was restored to pre-grade conditions. 
 
Mr. Kochman continued that months after repair, waters encroached and covered 
80 feet in front of the revetment. Then people ignored our No Trespassing signs. 
He noted they were harassed as they enjoyed the beach house. At the end of 2018, 
Wilmette received nearly 50 inches of rain. In January 2019, a storm produced 
record waves of 20 feet high which overtopped the revetment and flooded up 
against the garage door entrance of 3 feet high (to the beach house) with water 
going into the beach house (these photos are also included). The north side of the 
beach house is protected by a 75 foot steel-clad seawall (which is at least 50 years 
old). Meetings then occurred with Mr. Shabica, Gillen, and Dixon O’Brien & 
Associates were hired for soil testing and engineering. Shoreline Engineering was 
retained for structural engineering. Messrs. Schaeffer and Crowe were hired as 
architects and Dan Schmidt of H&S Builders were also contracted. More than 90% 
of the land that once protected the beach house was gone, and Lake Michigan was 
within feet of the northeast corner of the beach house. This facilitated a project to 
bunker the garage and reseal a portion of the 50 year-old seawall (removed by prior 
owners) to create access to the beach. The beach house was not built to withstand 
the new load factor of the newly-unprotected shoreline conditions. Permits were 
issued. 
 
Mr. Kochman noted that just months ago, Evanston enacted an ordinance 
prohibiting people from climbing on all public revetments. Meetings were held that 
served as notice for many private owners to fence the revetment. He stated the same 
issues apply here and shared a story where he witnessed a teenager on a mountain 
bike jump from revetment stone to revetment stone. After meeting with fence 
installers, it is not feasible to fence outside the revetments due to waves. A fence 
around the revetment would impede the public from walking in the water in front 
of the revetment. Contractors decided the fence should be placed at the flat top of 
the revetment (where the fence would be 9 feet inward on the north and south side 
from the current fence which sits 1 foot inside the property line. This would put the 
fence 10 feet inside the property line (pictures illustrate same). The fence would 
still be wrought iron with expanded slats and no spikes.  
 
Mr. Kochman noted, when filing for a permit, the architects learned the Village 
required a variance to erect a fence this high. An illustration was provided by the 
Village as to where the fence could be placed. The request is to move the current 
fence inside the property line by approximately 25 feet or more on either side. With 
a current code of Wilmette residents not being allowed to fence more than 50% of 
the furthest 20% of the rear yard, this was surprising. This promotes negative 
consequences such as no gate access. The suggested fence is not even north of the 
beach house. The recommendation is to intersect the fence with the middle of the 
front east base beach house window. This deems the northeast door unsafe (which 
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was just approved 4 months ago by the Village as part of the beach house structural 
reinforcement). The window and doors are being installed next week. This 
recommendation increases danger by attracting people to try to jump the top of the 
revetment to gain access inside the property thus promoting bodily harm. The 
placement of the fence would create an unprotected drop of 8-10 feet when one 
accesses the north door of the beach house. We would then need a guard rail of at 
least 4-5 feet by the north side door to prevent a dangerous fall onto the jagged 
rocks below. This is the exact location we are proposing to place the fence (per the 
architect).         
 
Mr. Kochman raised the issue of a misinterpretation of the term grade. Uneroded 
grade and floods are key. The revetment height is the height of uneroded grade. The 
revetment was designed for the retention and preservation of pre-existing land at 
this address. The shoreline adjacent to and outside the revetment is grade influx. 
By their interpretation of the code, they believe this proposal is appropriate. The 6 
foot wide level surface where the fence is proposed has been at its exact location 
for 35-50 years. Per Mr. Shabica and Gillen (who used GPS and laser sighting), the 
footprint of the revetment was never changed. Sand and water constantly move up 
and down. The only stable thing is the height of the revetment. The architect is 
baffled by this delay as he believes the proposed fence meets code. He shared they 
have consistently met every law and regulation. They hope the Board approves this 
variance and allows the proposed fence to be installed which will deter trespassers.  
 
Mr. Kochman stated he has been involved with numerous conservation and 
preservations projects during his lifetime including being a Trustee at the Shedd 
Aquarium for over 12 years. He believes this is not an open lands issue – it’s a 
trespass, backyard, and safety issue. A fence is not an attractive result as Mr. 
Kochman wishes the lake to recede and dunes to return while people walk 
peacefully along the shoreline.  
 
Mr. Kochman stated the neighbors to the south, Randy Kretchmar & Cheryl 
Berman have a beach house with a similar fence. They submitted a letter in full 
support of our plan. As well, 30 other letters from Wilmette residents are in support 
of this appeal. He thanked the board for listening and offered to answer questions. 
 

 3.24 Chairman Schneider asked if the blue line on the drawing on 1.9 is the location the 
Village suggested for the fence; it seems odd. 

  
  Mr. Kochman replied it is odd and is the Village’s suggestion. 
 
                        Ms. Roberts illustrated the blue line and stated it’s just the inside of the line of the 

revetment.  
 
 3.25 Chairman Schneider asked where the suggested Village fence location is. 
 
  Mr. Adler said the blue line shows the point where staff would measure the height 
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of the fence from the grade under the fence. The Village is not recommending a 
fence in that location. That is the ground off of the revetment where the height of 
the fence would be measured from the ground under the fence. 

 
 3.25 Mr. Falkof asked what was the village’s recommendation? 
 
  Mr. Adler said the Village is not recommending a location for the fence. They were 

pointing out that that blue line is off the revetment. That is the point where the 
height of the fence would be measured from the ground under the fence. He 
reiterated that the Village is not making a recommendation about the location of the 
fence.  

 
 3.26 Mr. Canning said according to the packet, where grade has been measured from, 

it’s not the blue or red line but outside of the revetment on the water side.  
 
  Mr. Adler said that was correct, for measuring the fence when it is located on the 

revetment. When the Village engineer and staff reviewed this, they found the 
revetment is a raising of the natural grade of that area. Staff thought it reasonable 
to allow the fence to be measured from the grade underneath the fence if located 
off of the revetment and inside onto the Kochman property.  

 
  If you looked back prior to the time when the revetment was installed, you could 

look down the lake front and you could see where a couple of revetments have been 
installed. You can see grade, you can see the revetment, which is an artificial 
change in the height of the grade, then you go on the other side and see the grade 
of the beach. The staff was saying, if the fence is located on the revetment, grade 
will be measured from the neighboring side of the revetment. If the fence is located 
inside of the revetment, then grade would be that under the fence. 

 
 3.27 Chairman Schneider said that when he walked the property with Mr. Kochman, Mr. 

Kochman stressed how dangerous it would be for trespassers, but there are also 
security issues with their own use of the beach house. This had not been mentioned 
in Mr. Kochman’s presentation. 

 
  Mr. Kochman thanked Chairman Schneider for raising the issue. He said Mrs. 

Kochman will be talking about this. He said it’s very disconcerting to be sitting in 
the beach house with the door open only to have people come within feet of the 
window. People have already confronted them at that front door. They have the 
ability to walk right into the beach house as well as the main house. It is of great 
concern as this is their backyard.  

 
3.28 Mr. Schmidt said he’s worked for the Kochmans on and off for the past 15 years 

and worked in Wilmette for the last 35 years. He said the proposed fence is the 
same style wrought-iron fence as what the owners current have. Three-inch posts 
would be cored into the concrete, set into epoxy, with a steel flange around the posts 
that are bolted into the granite for additional support. The fence would be welded 
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together and a continuous U-shape offering more stability. He noted they have been 
doing the concrete retaining walls to close off the gap in the existing seawall at the 
lower level of the Kochman’s beach house.   

 
 3.29 Chairman Schneider asked if the rocks into which the fence would be sealed into 

would not move over time. 
 
  Mr. Schmidt said that after talking with the engineers, the top largest revetment 

stone has a flat surface. That rock is fairly stable and would be cored to set the fence 
post into it. We can stabilize it further if need be with angled braces on the back. 

 
3.30 Mr. O’Brien said they are constructing the tangent pile walls in front of the bunker 

foundation and along the north and south sides of the property. The tangent pile is 
a series of closed-space piles filled with cement or concrete. The space between the 
piles is grouted to create an impermeable wall that will protect the property from 
wave action. It is not possible to create a pass-through or walk-through as the 
integrity of the revetment would be destroyed. Some of the revetment stones would 
have to be removed to create steps and once you do that, everything could tumble. 
The revetment would no longer work and it couldn’t be rebuilt. It needs to stay as 
is as it’s currently solid and firm.   

 
 3.31 Chairman Schneider said he visited the area today, walking over from the Elmwood 

Dunes. At the third house north of Elmwood Dunes, he spoke with contractors at a 
neighbor’s house, where there is a deck and a kind of structure very close to wood 
pilings. To the north of that is a massive revetment, even larger than what the 
Kochmans have. He asked the contractors if they were going to do something like 
was directly to the north and they told him no, that it was so difficult, almost 
impossible to get permits for a new revetment. He asked if someone could enlighten 
him about this process. 

 
  Mr. O’Brien said he’s not the shoreline permit expert but there’s a long, involved 

process to obtain permits. They are not impossible to obtain – they just take a lot of 
time. The other issue is, there are so many people doing revetments up and down 
the lake front right now, contractors are currently booked up for the year. It may be 
that they are just so busy rather than it being hard to get the permits. 

 
 3.32 Chairman Schneider said he asked the contractors what they were going to do. They 

told him they were going to put in a few boulders at the edge of the wooden 
structure. He then asked them if strong waves wouldn’t damage the beach house 
and the contractor said probably. He was interested in the issue of whether new 
revetments were not allowed or whether approval just takes a long time. 

 
  Mr. O’Brien said one can get a permit, it’s just that there are rules and it can take a 

long time. 
 
 3.33 Mr. Canning asked Mr. Kochman how long it took for him to obtain the permit to 
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restore and repair the revetment. 
 
  Mr. Kochman said that it was a grandfathered, existing revetment, it took the better 

part of 10 months confirming that they had the ability and right to rebuild the 
existing framework. He guessed it took about 24 months in total from start to finish 
obtaining permits, contractors, etc. He said the property Chairman Schneider was 
speaking of just sold and perhaps the new owner was doing something as an interim 
defense. 

 
 3.34 Mr. Surman asked if Mr. O’Brien is putting in additional pilings. 
 
  Mr. O’Brien said yes, along the north and south properties, they are putting in 

tangent piles to protect against further erosion if the lake were to rise another half- 
to one-foot or so. If you look at the properties on either side, there is significant 
erosion. They are installing a system that will protect the Kochman’s property. 

 
 3.35 Mr. Surman asked if it would start from the revetment and go west. 
 
  Mr. Kochman clarified the tangent piles along the side of the house begin behind 

the existing east seawall to protect both sides of the property. They had to evaluate, 
what is the foreseeable risk of continued erosion? Those tangent piles protect the 
pool from sliding into Lake Michigan. On the recommendation of a one-foot to 
two-foot incremental rise in Lake Michigan is foreseeable. That combined with the 
type of waves that are coming in, they want to retain not just the beach house but 
the rest of the backyard further west.  

 
 3.36 Mr. Pellaton asked then if the tangent piles do nothing to secure or improve the 

durability of the revetment itself. 
 
  Mr. Kochman said that was correct. An important point is the tangent piles and the 

bunker to buttress the waves from damaging the beach house. The tangent pile in 
front of the beach house serves as the foundation for the bunker. It is sitting in sand 
so you can excavate, you have to drill gently down into the lakebed. The whole 
construction of that tangent pile was engineered dependent upon the revetment as 
a first line of defense. This is an integral shoreline system. If the revetment is 
breached or removed, all other engineering is at risk. 

 
 3.37 Mr. Surman clarified that there is the revetment and then a retaining wall and then 

the rest of the property.  
 
  Mr. Kochman said that was correct. 
 
 3.38 Mr. Surman inquired if the retaining wall has been there for years as the first line 

of defense. Then the revetment was added for an additional line of defense? And 
now, a 6.5 foot fence is proposed from the top of the revetment? 
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  Mr. Kochman concurred. 
 
 3.39 Mr. Surman inquired whether the reason it’s set in slightly on the north and south 

is because of side yard setbacks. 
   
  Mr. Kochman said the way the revetment was constructed at least 35 years ago, it 

slopes up from the property line 9 feet up and then goes to a flat surface. The middle 
of the flat surface, as Mr. O’Brien identified, is constructed of large stones. Some 
are 6-ton stones in the middle, and they’re flat. That’s where the fence would be 
placed on a 6-foot width. Otherwise, if it were placed outside, the surface would be 
uneven and gaping. 

 
 3.40 Mr. Surman stated it almost peaks toward the plateaued area in the center.  
 
  Mr. Kochman concurred. 
 
  Mr. Canning said to the point of trying to figure out where the grade is and where 

to site the fence, that flat plateau is where the architect sited the fence. 
 
  Mr. Surman said he will listen to the rest of the case but it makes a lot of sense that 

that would be the height.  If the owner decides to walk out there on their own, it’s 
a 6.5’ fence just like any other backyard would have. It wouldn’t make sense to 
measure it from a lower level.   

 
3.41 Mr. Cope referred to a legal argument called The Public Trust in Illinois. This issue 

has to do with where the public has access. He provided background on old English 
Common Law, the Sovereign and Trust for Public Negative Navigation and 
Fishing, and the Supreme Court. The water’s edge is when one walks along the 
sand and the water creeps up onto the sand. The public has access to the water’s 
edge. This fence would not preclude the public from walking along the water’s 
edge. The law in regards to the public trust doctrine, does not in any way, shape, 
form, or preclude the Kochmans from being able to build the fence. This is a 
common sense issue as opposed to a deep legal issue. 

 
Mr. Cope said the Kochmans have been absolutely fastidious in obtaining every 
level approval needed. The Army Corp of Engineers, the IDNR, and the EPA have 
all approved what’s proposed.  

 
 3.42 Chairman Schneider asked if the public has a legal right to access the top of the 

revetment. 
 
  Mr. Cope said the public does not. 
 
 3.43 Ms. Kochman thanked the board for their time. She gave more background stating 

when they first moved into their home, it had been unoccupied for 18 months. Local 
teens became aware of that and had parties during that time. She’d have to clean up 
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beer bottles, cigarettes, etc. before their children could play in the backyard. 
 
  Ms. Kochman stated, in addition, they were harassed by people telling them they 

ruined the beach and they have every right to walk across our property. That has all 
been so uncomfortable that she cannot enjoy herself and feel safe in her own 
backyard. She noted that’s why she’s puzzled as to people raising an issue with 
erecting a fence as they would no longer be able to walk fully through the beach. 
Once one goes north of this property, there is very little beach left. The Park District 
recognized the dangers of rising lake levels and closed-off access to Langdon Beach 
which doesn't even exist anymore. It's underwater. There's a very, very small area 
of private beaches. There are four homes to the north. Not all of which have beach 
access. When people get to the other side and they see there's nowhere left to go/no 
way to get back up to Michigan Avenue or Sheridan Road because Langdon is 
closed, they have to turn around, reclimb the revetment, and trespass once again 
over this property.  

 
  Ms. Kochman stated they are not taking away public property. The fence would be 

on their property, in their backyard. She stated they would never put a fence on 
public property. They appreciate the Village recognizes they have the right to put a 
fence on the rear of our property. She hopes the Board agrees that the fence should 
be at a height that would prevent people from climbing the revetment over the fence 
into their backyard. 

 
  Ms. Kochman stated she loves seeing people enjoy the beach. She runs into old 

friends and strikes up conversations with new acquaintances. She, like everyone, 
looks forward to the lake level dropping so everyone can walk in front of the 
revetment on a large expanse of sand. That’s the hope. At this moment, they need 
to prevent and protect the public from harm and protect the security of their home 
and family.   

 
 3.44 Mr. Canning asked if there was anyone who wanted to speak in favor of the request. 
 
(After 4.22) 

 
3.45 Chairman Schneider asked Ms. Roberts if there was anyone else to speak on the 

case. 
 

Ms. Roberts said there are audience members who wish to speak. 
 
(After 4.26) 
 
 3.46 Mr. Cope responded to Mr. Baugher stating the Kochmans did a lot of work to 

protect their property from flooding due to the lake’s encroachment on their 
property. They did this lawfully and legally. They obtained the necessary permits 
so nothing was illegal. As far as Mr. Baugher representing, the Elmasrys don’t even 
live here; they live in Dubai. Any annoyance should not be a reason to deny a 
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request.  
 
Mr. Cope stated, regarding a stairway or any instability of a fence as Mr. Wilson 
suggested, the experts shared how the fence would be installed securely. Any 
comment that the fence may come loose should be ignored. 
 
As to the subject of protecting the public and public safety, Mr. Cope reminded of 
Evanston’s ordinance that people cannot go onto the revetments as it can be 
dangerous. Repeated testimony given by Cary and Tara Kochman prove there is 
intrusion of those who believe they can walk up to the main and beach houses. 
Stating that the Kochmans are causing the problem with the beach is absurd. He 
noted the lake will eventually recede. When it does, the beach will be restored. 
There is nothing about this fence that would prevent people from walking on the 
beach – that’s clear.  
 
Mr. Cope stated, regarding a sightly or unsightly fence, the Zoning Code states this 
cannot be judged by aesthetics. Still, this is not unsightly. People who live in this 
area have a beautiful view of the lake. He asks that the Board grant the Kochmans 
this variance so they may build a 6.5’ fence.  
 

3.47 Chairman Schneider asked if it is legal if the neighbor to the south were to build a 
revetment 150 feet into the lake that’s still on his/her property and then build a 
fence on top of that. 
 
Mr. Adler stated he doesn’t believe revetments are being placed parallel to the 
actual rear property line. Going out in the lake would likely prove difficult. The top 
of the revetment would be reviewed and compared to the adjacent grade.  
 

3.48 Chairman Schneider asked how one got permission to put a pile of boulders 
offshore.  
 
Mr. Adler believes the boulders were there for the work that was taking place for 
the completion of the revetment with the stairs. There was mention of the revetment 
that is running adjacent to the beach house to the south there. That’s the type of 
shoreline protection which doesn’t appear the State has. He doesn’t believe the 
boulders are intended to remain in the water. 
 

3.49 Mr. Kochman said that each of the revetments may be highly unique. This is a fully-
enclosed revetment that preserves pre-existing land. This predates the EPA. 
Modifying to add stairs may have also been a 24-month timetable and could destroy 
part of the pre-existing revetment. This is very unique. Each situation could be 
considered differently. Someone who accumulates sand is radically different than 
somebody retaining their backyard.  
 

 3.50 Mr. Canning reiterated that this is a fence-in-a-backyard case. It just happens to be 
on the lake, but the fundamentals don’t change. The Kochmans are entitled to have 
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a fence, they’re entitled to have it on the revetment. The height issue is a function 
of the determination of grade, which the applicant believes is subjective. They 
believe they have demonstrated that for the health, safety, and welfare of the 
community, the proposed fence is the appropriate size. Aesthetics is not part of the 
Zoning Ordinance and what the board should focus on is the health, safety, and 
welfare. This is to remedy an unsafe situation and protects the health, safety, and 
welfare of the community. He thanked the board for their time. 

 
 3.51 Mr. Surman asked if the entire fence is on the property? 
 
  Mr. Canning said yes, the entire fence is on the property. The lot line is where the 

still water is. All of the fence is inside the water; it does not impede anyone walking 
across; it’s on the revetment inside of the water, it is on the Kochman’s property. 

 
 3.52 Mr. Surman asked if that line could have changed if the erosion was worse?  
 
  Mr. Canning said the only way that line changes is if the actual lake level is higher 

than the top of the revetment. If that happens, there are much greater problems than 
just a fence on a revetment. 

 
 3.53 Mr. Surman said as an architect and designer of high rises, he would be very 

concerned about putting a fence on pieces of granite. He shares the same concern 
raised by Mr. Fred Wilson. 
 

4.0 INTERESTED PARTIES 
 
 4.1 Persons speaking on the application 
 
  4.11 Mr. Sean Traci 
   1810 Elmwood Avenue 
 
  4.12 Mr. Paul Degrandis  
   515 8th Street 
 
  4.13 Mr. Peter Baugher, representing Mr. & Mrs. Elmasry at 1204 Michigan 
   Baugher Dispute Resolution LLC 
 
  4.14 Ms. Elissa Morgante 
   1330 Sheridan Road 
 
  4.15 Mr. Fred Wilson 
   1330 Sheridan Road 
 
  4.16 Ms. Anne Trotter Hinkamp, representing mother 
   Ms. Donna Lee Trotter at 1156 Michigan Avenue 
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  4.17 Mr. David Perry, past resident of Wilmette 
  
 4.2 Summary of presentations 
 

4.21 Mr. Traci said he has been a resident for over 20 years and has known the Kochman 
family for over 15 years. The Kochmans are exemplary residents of Wilmette 
raising four wonderful young men who are involved in countless activities. They 
are unpretentious. To learn of people climbing onto their land, expressing 
obscenities, abusing their property, invading their home with no remorse, is very 
disturbing. Up and down that stretch of beach, between Gillson Beach and Landon 
Park, there are fences previously installed preventing people from walking the 
receding beach front. 

 
 Mr. Traci asked the Board to consider the big picture. The Kochmans did not raise 

the water level of the lake. They are trying to protect their property the exact same 
way other homeowners around them have already done. Please allow these 
outstanding residents to build a fence on their land and prevent people from hurting 
themselves. 

 
4.22 Mr. Degrandis said he has been a resident of Wilmette for 23 years. He explained 

the diligence the Kochmans have in doing things right and beyond what any normal 
human being would do – not to mention their investment. 

 
 Being a dog and sailing beach pass holder, one could climb on the rocks down the 

dog beach 25 years ago. Now this is not possible for safety reasons. At Gillson 
Beach, there is a roped-off swimming area strictly for safety of swimmers. Due to 
the new water level, foot traffic is pushed along the very dangerous rocky 
revetment; treacherous at best. People walking through the Kochman’s property is 
unacceptable. The night foot traffic and trespassing is out-of-hand. Until the water 
recedes and there’s a safe passage for walkers, a variance needs to be permitted due 
to the safety of all parties. He lives in Wilmette due to its safety.    

 
 Mr. Baugher stated he is here to speak on behalf of the neighbors to the north, 

adjacent to the Kochmans. There has been continuous and new construction at the 
Applicant’s home. He noted in 2019, multiple barges brought in huge new granite 
boulders. Work is still continuing due to storms and the higher lake level. The 
Kochmans decided to seal off the former boathouse with a new seawall. The 
boathouse door was an entry point for wave runners and sailboats and other lake 
equipment. This construction has been going on for two years.  

 
Mr. Baugher read a quote from Chris Cannon’s letter which states "Existing grade 
is defined as the pre-construction elevation of the ground contour, or as determined 
by the village engineer. Because the revetment is an artificial change to the height 
of the existing grade for shoreline protection, the village engineer has determined 
that the existing grade is the ground elevation at the foot of the revetment." If the 
grade could be increased all the way down the lake, one could attain a permit to put 
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in stone and backfill it with dirt, rock, and sand.  
 
Mr. Baugher stated the fence may be placed but what cannot be done is artificially 
build up the grade and then on top of that erect a 6.5 foot fence. That’s why the 
Kochmans are here is to appeal for a variation. There are 21 requests for a variation 
on backyard fences (the largest request was for a 2.5 foot variance for a front fence 
and none for a lakefront property). There is no fence in the Village of Wilmette that 
is similar to what’s being asked for now. This is unprecedented. The Kochmans 
could put the fence further back. They need to prove this unique hardship. Others 
could then build up their backyard and request a fence on top of that. He noted the 
spirit of what’s behind the Public Trust document is that Wilmette prides itself on 
being a lakefront community that encourages people to take advantage of Lake 
Michigan and walk their dogs and run and sailboard down to the beach. People do 
not expect to be treated as trespassers.   

 
 4.23 Ms. Morgante stated there is an opportunity to put stairs in and around the perimeter 

of the revetment to allow people to walk past. The height of the fence would be 
unsightly and impair everyone’s view of the lake; a huge barricade. Perhaps the 
fence could be closer to the house. Plants could be placed for security. It’s a bad 
precedent to set. It’s going to look like a terribly huge ugly barrier. She referred to 
another home further down Michigan where the owners brought in granite and put 
stairs in so people could cross the revetment carefully.     
 

 4.24 Mr. Wilson would like more detail or discussion. He believes it will create a more 
dangerous situation when the wrought iron breaks and sharp objects fall. A fence 
could be mounted safely into the tangent wall allowing the front to still be open.  

 
 4.25 Ms. Hinkamp understands about people trespassing. She believes, since the fence 

would be elevated, that it would be an eyesore. Also, this would set a precedent. 
Her mother is opposed to this proposal.  

 
(After 3.49) Ms. Hinkamp noted Mr. Baugher’s comments were not for our property. She noted 

that is not their PIN number, and they pay property tax on all of their properties. 
 

 4.26 Mr. Perry stated he lived in Wilmette from 1980 to 1990. He personally witnessed 
the abusive behavior from people walking past the Kochmans and nearly broke up 
an altercation. He was concerned for everyone’s safety.      

 
5.0 VIEWS EXPRESSED BY MEMBERS OF THE ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 
 

5.1 Ms. Choca Urban noted that this is difficult case. However, she feels that the 
applicants have not met the following standards of review for the Zoning Board: 
(1) practical difficulty: the applicants can build a fence, simply not in the proposed 
location; (2) the circumstances were not created by the owner: while it’s true the 
Kochmans didn’t build the revetment, they did rebuild it to its present height; (3) 
unique circumstances: per Ms. Roberts, there are 26 lots of this sort in Wilmette. 
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Ms. Choca Urban believes the hardships of erosion, lake levels, loss of property, 
privacy, etc. are shared by these other lakefront owners. This application also does 
not meet the fence variation standard of review regarding the degree to which 
fences of the same type already exist in the immediate area and have variations. 
There is ample evidence that this type of fence does not exist along the lakefront. 
Approving this request could be seen as precedent-setting. She does not support 
this proposal. 

 
5.2 Mr. Surman concurred, and wonders what the Kochmans could do to protect the 

property. The revetment elevated the grade and captured the land that was theirs.  
 
5.3 Mr. Falkof concurs with Ms. Choca Urban. He referenced Mr. Baugher’s comment 

that the applicant rebuilt the revetment so that it was impassable. He noted that the 
applicant has not denied that, in 2019, the revetment was built up by the applicant, 
so it is no longer possible to get pass the revetment without going into the water. 
When one can no longer go over the revetment/steps, one must go into the water; 
this is not a solution. He does not support this. 

 
5.4 Mr. Pellaton concurs with some comments. He noted this is a simple fence case 

where the owners are asking for a 5.54’ height variance which is very high above 
the standard. He has a hard time supporting this request. 

 
5.5 Ms. Norrick concurs with some comments but stated the Kochmans have a right to 

protect their property.     
 
5.6  Chairman Schneider concurs with Ms. Urban. He stated the Kochmans did not build 

the revetment; they rebuilt it. The fence would preclude transit across the revetment 
until the sand returns. This is a security issue as people are walking in front of the 
boathouse which is unacceptable. The fence extends 50 feet to the east. If it were 
30 feet, what would be the difference. He is inclined to support this. 

 
5.7 Mr. Surman stated it is easy to be against this but given the situation and nature of 

what could be done, he doesn’t believe there is another option to resolve this except 
to perhaps remove some of the revetment at the base and make it smaller. He 
believes this is a good solution. 

 
6.0 DECISION 
 
 6.1 Ms. Choca Urban moved to recommend granting a request for a 5.54’ fence height 

variation to permit the construction of a 6.5’ tall open fence on an existing 
revetment at 1174 Michigan Avenue in accordance with the plans submitted.  

 
  6.11 Mr. Surman seconded the motion and the vote was as follows:  
 
   Chairman Reinhard Schneider Yes 
   Brad Falkof    No 
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   Christine Norrick   No 
   Ryrie Pellaton    No 
   Bob Surman    Yes 
   Maria Choca Urban   No 
 
   Motion failed.  
 
 6.2 Ms. Choca Urban moved to authorize the Chairman to prepare the report and 

recommendation for case number 2020-Z-30.  
 
  6.21 Mr. Falkof seconded the motion and the vote was as follows: 
 
   Chairman Reinhard Schneider Yes 
   Brad Falkof    Yes  
   Christine Norrick   Yes 
   Ryrie Pellaton    Yes 
   Bob Surman    Yes 
   Maria Choca Urban   Yes  
 
   Motion carried. 
 
7.0 FINDINGS OF FACT UPON WHICH DECISION WAS BASED 
 

A majority of the Zoning Board of Appeals finds that the request does not meet the 
variation standards of Section 5.4.F and the fence variation standards of Section 5.4.F.h of 
the Zoning Ordinance. Specifically, the plight of the owner is being created by the owner 
with their request to locate the proposed fence on the revetment rather than further into the 
property. There are 26 other single-family properties along the lakefront and therefore the 
current situation of high lake water is not a unique condition to the applicant’s property. 
The applicant continues to make reasonable use of the property as the revetment protects 
the shoreline and the applicant has use of the sandy area around the beach house. The 
variation, if granted, will alter the essential character of the neighborhood in that there are 
no other properties with fences on a revetment or otherwise so close to and parallel to the 
water.  
 
Regarding the fence variation standards, the fence is not oriented to a street, where the 
volume and speed of traffic could be an issue. There are no other fences of any type located 
on revetments close to and parallel to the water. No fence of any kind has previously existed 
in this location on this property so the applicant is seeking to create a new non-conformity 
and a substantial one at that. 
 
A minority of the Zoning Board of Appeals finds that the request meets the variation 
standards of Section 5.4.F and the fence variation standards of Section 5.4.F.h of the 
Zoning Ordinance. The particular physical conditions of the property, the location 
adjoining the lake, the current status of the high water of the lake, and the development of 
the property, impose upon the owner a practical difficulty. The plight of the owner was not 
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created by the owner and is due to the unique development of the lot, such as the siting of 
the beach house, and the current lake conditions. The difficulty is peculiar to the property 
and not generally shared by others in Wilmette. The difficulty prevents the owner from 
making reasonable use of their property with a means to both protect their property along 
the shoreline and protect the private use of their backyard. The proposed variation will not 
impair an adequate supply of light and air to adjacent properties not will otherwise injure 
other property and its use. The variation, if granted, will not alter the essential character of 
the neighborhood. 
 
Regarding the fence variation standards, the fence is open in design, minimizing the visual 
impact from neighboring properties. It is not uncommon for lakefront properties to have 
tall open fences along the side lot lines into the rear yard. The lots are generally very deep 
and the proposed fence is far from neighboring homes. 

 
8.0 RECOMMENDATION 
 

The Zoning Board of Appeals recommends denying a request for a 5.54’ fence height 
variation to permit the construction of a 6.5’ tall open fence on an existing revetment at 
1174 Michigan Avenue in accordance with the plans submitted. 
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